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Law Review

The'GW

The Law Review write-on
competition for 2nd year day
students and 3rd year' night
students will be held January 2-9
instead of during spring break.
Watch for meeting announcement
from Law Review.
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Voluntary
Grading Standards
ade Permanent
by Ken Howard

No, it's not a bricklayer putting the final touches on the ne,,: building, it is "Efficacy:
Cr<l)!l'l-Cues,"by John Spofforth (1981),

Debategate
by Diane Mooney

A

National Law Center professor has
. filed suit against Attorney General
William French Smith to compel him to
name a special prosecutor to investigate
how the 1980Reagan campaign got debate
papers from t1ie Carter campaign.
Professor John F. Banzhaf III and local
attorney Peter Meyers, a former G.W.law
student, filed suit October 25 in U.S.
District Court. They argued the Justice
Department, under the 1978 Ethics in
Government
Act,
must
appoint
independent counsel to investigate the
possible violation of a least a dozen federal
criminal
statutes
by
high-level
government officials. White House chief of
staff James A. Baker III, Budget Office
Director David Stockman, and others are
apparently implicated in the "purloining
of President Carter's briefing book and
other documents by members of the
Reagan campaign team," the attorneys

Suit"Filed
legal activism class helped prepare the
law suit. The students preferred not to be
named plaintiffs in the suit.

Banzhaf

and Meyers, in filing suit,
also relied on a recent U.S. District Court
decision. Nathan v. Attorney General.
That opinion said persons who provide
specific
information
warranting.
investigation
into possible criminal
actions of high-level government officials
can sue to force the naming 'of
independent counsel to investigate.
The plaintiffs wrote Smith a letter on
July '22 citing, among other possible
crimes, conspiracy, interference
with
election, and the robbing of U.S. personal
property.'
'''Our
purpose was to set in motion the
processes of the Ethics in Government Act
and to be sure that the Attorney General
could not claim that he did
ot have
sufficient information to investigate by
that time," Banzhaf said at a press
conference.

said.
. B
haf'
Under
Three G.W. law students 10 . ~l,l~, . ,s, ; " """""

the Act, which Congress passed
. ..
.
to page 5

In a sparsely attended monthly faculty
meeting October 21, the faculty assembly
approved the grade disparity committee's
recommendation
for
permanent
installation. of the two-tiered voluntary
grading guidelines by a vote of 23 to 3.
There was only one amendment to the
recommendation which was approved by
the assembly. That was a motion by
Student Bar Association (SBA) president
Howard Gross that the grade disparity
committee be kept functional for the
foreseeable future to periodically monitor
compliance.
. _
,
In presenting
the grade disparity'
commi ttee's
recommenda
tions,
committee
chair
Professor
Teresa
Schwartz outlined most of the same
reasoning which .the administration had
disclosed amonth ago when the committee'
made its final recommendations.
In
particular, Schwartz noted that one of the
deciding factors in rejecting the standard
deviation <nEVE) proposal was the
un dependability of the registrar's office.
She said that last summer, the grades did
not come through timely or accurately and
that
because
of this,
the NLC
. administration had to compute the grades
by hand. Schwartz stated tht it was the
consensus of the committee that under
. such conditions, the imposition of the
DEVE proposal would worsen an already
difficult situation .
Another
problem
which had not
previously been pointed out, according to
Schwartz, was the difficulty in applying
DEVE to the second and third year
classes. She noted thatmany of the upperlevel law courses are small and said that it
. would be difficult to apply DEVE in
classes with less than 20 persons.
Furthermore, she said, if the DEVE scores
were not used with the second and third
year students, there would be a problem of
making the transition from the DEVEordered scores of the first year to the SBA
standard scores of the second and third
years. In conclusion, Schwartz noted that,
"Our solution doesn't satisfy all the
problems and it seems to satisfy no one but
it seems to us to. be the most practical
solu tion. "
Chris Blank, the third-year student who,
along with Professor John Cibinic, devised
the DEVE proposal, was then invited by
NLC Dean Jerome Barron to comment on.

the committee's proposaL He first stated'
that he supports the committee's proposal
and agreed that in light of the problems
currently at the registrar's office that the
DEVE proposal would not be practical at
this time.
Blank had a couple of provisos, however.
First, he stressed that compliance with the
current standard is essential. He noted
that in the recently released statistics
the administration cited as evidence of
compliance that 10 percent of the faculty
did not comply with the mean and that 30
percent did not strictly comply. He also
observed that there was no information
released concerning compliance with the
distribution of grades & the second part of
the two-tiered grading plan). In light of
this lack of information, Blank questioned
the assertion that there was substantial
compliance with the present standard. To
help remedy the situation, he proposed
that the eommitteebe kept in place for the
foreseeable future to monitor compliance
and provide information concerning both
the distribution of grades and the mean.
This proposal became the amendment
made by Howard Gross and approved by
the faculty body.
The other point which Blank made was
that the DEVE proposal be reconsidered
at some point in the near future as the
technology becomes available. He stated
that he believed the DEVE proposal to be
the best overall solution to the grading
disparity issue and said that it should be
given a chance when the NLC has access to
its own computer facilities.
Professor
Irving Kay ton moved to
amend the committee's recommendation
to keep the committee in operation for
two years at the end of which the current
standard and the DEVE proposal would be
reviewed, That motion was narrowly
defeated by a vote of 13 to 11.
. By far the most controversial discussion
of the afternoon came when Professor
to page 3

New Sunday
Library Hours
The Jacob Burns Law Library will open
its doors at 9 a.m, on Sundays for the
remairider of the semester. The SBA
sponsored a petition to open the library
earlier on Sundays, in
response to
students complaints.
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'In the Public' Interest

Attorneys Share
Their Expertise
by Lucy Grantham
Students
interested
in public
interest law attended a forum on October
m--wtIteh was co-sponsored by the Equal
Justice Foundation (EJF) and the Career
Development _
Office
_ <CDOL
Representatives
from Counsel for the
~lderly, Trial Lawyers for Public Justice,
Migrant Legal Action, and Legal Services
of Northern
Virginia
shared
their
experiences and expertise with those in
attendance.
Susan Vogel from Trial Lawyers for
Public Justice is a 1983 graduate of the ,
National Law Center. She conceded the
fact that there are a limited number of
jobs in the public interest area j however,
she pointed
out that a continued
commitment to the public interest is
invaluable when seeking a position in the
field. Ms. Vogel received creditfrom G. W.
for working as an intern at Trial Lawyers
for Public
Justice
and
strongly
recommended this tactic for students
interested in gaining experience. Each of
the panelists agreed that if students are
interested in the area of public interest law
they should seek out work in the field while
in school-even
if -it is on a purely
volunteer basis.
Owing to the current political climate,
'public
interest
organizations
have
experienced an increase in issues to be
addressed while having to cut back on
their staff because of lack of funds. 'ntis

phenomenon has had a great impact on a
large number of legal services programs.
As a result,law students who are willing to
volunteer have become a valuable asset to
such organizations.
AlthOUgh these opportu~ties are
less visible on campus, the Career
Development Office can be helpful in
finding work in the field. Another
beneficial resource is a book entitled
"Careers in Public Interest Law, '! which is
in the process of being updated by the
Georgetown University chapter' of EJF.
This
book
lists
public
interest
organizations across the country, the rate
9f pay, and the name of the contact person
along with a brief summary
of the
organizational goals. Copies of the 1982
edition are on file at the Career
Development Office.
,
The G. W. chapter of EJF· provides
grants tostudents.wbo
are interested in
pursuing summer jobs in, public interest
law. EJF is a national organization made
up of lawyers and law students. The EJF
national office focuses on removing
procedural and financial barriers to the
.legal system that limit or deny access to
justice. On the other hand, the EJF student
chapters seek to help students gain
exposure to the area of public interest law
through a grant program. Law students
donate $20 or 1 percent of their summer
income to EJF which will be divided up
between students selected by those wilo

to page
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University of Santa Clara School of Law
Sum~er Law Study Abroad"
1984
TOKYO,JAPAN
Empbasis on U.S ..Japanese
trade.
Courses in Japanese Legal System,
Japanese Business Law, Regulation of
U.S.-Japanese
Trade. Internships
available with Japanese law firms and
corporate law departments. Instruction
by U.S. and Japanese professors and
practitioners. Visits to governmental
offices
company legal departments.

am

STRASBOURG, FRANCE
GENEVA,S~RLAND
Emphasis on international
human
rights and public international law.
Taught by recognized experts from
around the world. Affiliated with International Institute of Human Rights
(Strasbourg) and Henry Dunant Institute (Geneva). Courses on Sources of
International
Law, International
Organizations"
Human
Rights,
Protection of Intellectual Property and
Humanitarian
Law.
Internship
possibilities.

'"'-'''.;~;;'-:.: - ·-!;'.~:t:.:
..~?~;;:::,);.

, V" ' OXFORD, ENGlAND'

~"--_.'~--.'
-

Students live in 15th century Oxford
College and are taught' by Oxford
professors in Oxford Tutorial Method.
Course
offerings
include'
Jurisprudence,
European EConomic
Community
Law,. Legal History,
Computers and the Law and various
comparative courses.

HONG KONG-SINGAPORE
Emphasis on Hong Kong and Singapore
as the commercial foci for U.S. trade
,with China and SoutheastAsJa. Subject
areas include financing and taxation of
international
transactions
through
Hong Kong, commercial arrangements
in Southeast Asia, and the emerging
commercial structure of the People's
Republic
of China.
Internships
available With Hong Kong law firms
and corporate law departments
or
students may elect a new academic
component to be held in Singapore.

APPROVED BY THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
For further information, contact:
Director, Summer Overseas PrOgrams
UnIversity of Santa Clara School of Law
Santa Clara, CA 95053
(408) 984-4162
To reserve your place, please include a $100.00deposit.

I

Legal Advice
Over- The-Counter
by Karen Roth

offices in 17 states, of which 9 are in the
D.C.-Maryland-Virginia area.) A client
will deal with the same attorney from the
time they come in for an initial visit ($20)
until the matter is completed. This may
encourage professional responsibility as
well as client confidence in the attorney.

The Lawyers at Dart ~
advertise
"Quality Legal Service at Affordable
Prices."
Skeptical?
Many people, especially
lawyers, are. If it's the same product at a
~mpare this to the practic~ of a
cheaper price, then why aren't
the
recently defunct Hyatt competitor. One
traditional law firms out of business yet?
attorney conducted the inital consultation
Because legal clinics have created their
and then transferred the case to another
own market. They aim to sell their product
attorney,possibly
in another office. The
to a relatively untapped population.
personal injury cases went to one lawyer,
Of course there are exceptions. Clinics
do' attract
some people' who ,would
another took all the bankruptcies, and a
formerly have gone to a conventional law
third defended the DWI's. The duplication,
firm. Rather than pay a hundred dollars
inefficiency,
and
confusion
this
an hour for cut and dried legal work (like
engendered could account for part of the
an uncontested divorce, a will, or a name
reason the firm didn't succeed.
change), these people will now take their ,
There may be a trade-off involved in
maintaining
continuous attorney-client
business to Joel Hyatt or Gary Gallo or
. relationship at the expense of delegating
Dart Drug at a fraction of the cost. But
malt K Street clients are still willing to
cases to. intrafll'm "experts."
Ideally.
pay fuli price for the Oriental rugs and the'
every attroney would be competent to
embossed wills. No amount of advertising
handle any case that walked through the
door. But realistically, some shuffling
-•.wouldconvert tbem,», '
among lawyers might be beneficial to both
the client and the firm.
. Leg~
clinics \ ~get
"people who
The Hyatt att<rney also credits their
would never otherwise go to a lawyer,"

C

a

Personal Perspective
says Professor
James Starrs. Their
visibility and accessiblity make people
aware of their legal problems and the
availablility
of help, Starrs compares
them to the blood pressure machines now
seen in many stores and calls this sort of
"tune-up approach" to the law healthy.
Professor Robert Park agrees that
clinics do serve a useful function in
providing legal serves to those who can't
afford "custom-built" law. However, both
Starrs and Park expressed some doubts
about the adequacy of representation and
the quality
of legal advice
being
dispatched by store-front lawyers. These
firms rely mainly on advertising to bring
in business, whereas traditional law firms
rely on word of mouth and reputation to
attract clients. A "grieving client" is of
less concern to a firm, Starrs points out,
when advertsing keeps up a steady stream
of business. Do lawyers lose the incentive
to do their best when the sacred "attorneyclient" relationship is replaced with the
"firm-client" relationship?
I talked with an attorney who works for
Hyatt Legal Services. He claims that
maintaining a ttorney-client .rela tionship
is one of the keys to Hyatt's success.
<Hyatt Legal Services currently has 117

success to uniform procedures among the
offices,
well-placed
advertising,
convenIent evening and weekend hours,
harmonious
management-attorney
relations, and a salary structure that gives
managing attorneys a percentage
of
profits.
This commission,
he says,
increases their incentive to maintain a
thriving business. Each office consists of
three or - four staff attorneys,
one. managing attorney, and a few legal
assistants. (Legal clinics do not employ
law ,clerks. .Sinee much of their work
consists of producing routine documents
with boilerplate language, research is
rarely necessary.)
Hyatt
Legal services achieves what
all clinics strive for: maximum efficiency
by minimizing unnecessary costs, For
instance, clinics don't need a ritzy
address. Many are located in shopping
centers. Although every Hyatt office
contains' a word processor, they are
unpretentious and plain.
Hyatt's prices, although higher than
some clinics, are proof that plenty of fat
can be trimmed of certain legal fees. For
example, an uncontested divorce costs
co page 3
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Low Cost. Law
from page 2
$275 at Hyatt Legal Services. Competitors
have advertised it for as low as $190.
(Court costs are another $145,) Many

Any
law firm ~an provide inadequate
service.
Any lawyer
can behave
unethically. There may in fact be some
lawyers would quote at least twice as . substandard legal work coming out of
much. If it truly is an uncontested divorce,
legal clinics owing to frequent personnel
the
required
paperwork
is
changes and lack of experience. (Most
clinic lawyers are young and relatively
straightforward, and the final result is a
underpald.) But I think the amount of
legal divorce, no matter which law firm
sends you a bill. (Most legal clinics insist
incompetence is greatly exaggerated.
on cash up front.) The fixed price may
Many critics are quick to point out every
actually encourage cooperation between
shortcoming as an indication of the basic
the parties arid consequently a more
unsoundness of the concept. Legal clinics
are fairly new and are still being closely
amicable separation.
A "contested"
scrutinized.
divorce is handled on an hourly fee basis,
just as in any other law firm. In order to
take advantage of the ·low price, the
This scrutiny is probably useful. Many
parties are forced to agree before the legal
clinic clients may not be able to judge the
process begins, thereby minimizing their
quality of the service they are getting.
personal and financial burdens.
Public criticism by informed observers
may be an effective check on possible
abuses. As long as clinics stick to what
Low-priced
legal service
may be
they are best at, their existence, though
indistinguishable
from higher-priced
irksome to many, is justified.
service in some cases. But many suspect
that in other cases, low-budget firms are
over their heads. Professor Park cites
personal injury cases and complex tax and
estate problems as areas possibly outside
On November 17, Justice Sandra Day
the realm of the clinics expertise. He
O'Connor will address the D.C. Women's
notes, however, that this may be a
Bar Associa tion. The program and dinner
problem of any small firm. Professor
will beheld at the Vista International
Starrs expresses concern about the clinic's
Hotel, 1400 M St.,N.W.Registration
and a
willingness to refer clients to other
cash bar will beg n at 6:00 p.m., followed
attorneys
in areas where they lack
by the program at 7:00 and dinner at 8:00.
competency. Obviously, the benefit of low
The cost for members is $35. for the
price is lost when clients get poor
program and dinner, or $5.00 for the
representation or incorrect legal adivce.
program only. Cost to nonmembers is
Perhaps clinics should be required to
$37.50 for the program and dinner, fl.50 for
make their clients aware of the grievance
the program only. Reservations should be
procedures available to them through
mailed to the WBA, 1819 H. St. N.W., Suite
local bar associations. Would it be fair,
300, Washington, D.C. 20006. For further
though, to impose such a requirement on
some lawyers arid not others? ..
information,call 775-0420.

Sandra's Day-

During a recent excursion, section 12 students try hard but still miss the boat, the C &

o Canal barge, that is.

Grading Standards
from page 1
David Robinson moved to amend the
committee's recommendation to make the
current system mandatory. He expressed
the concern of Blank. that compliance
would not be, substantial
under : the
voluntary system .and : therefore would
render -iLineffective;dl'his
motion was
violently opposed by a number. of faculty

members who expressed the opinion that if
the current system were to be made
mandatory, not only would it be an
infringement upon academic freedoms but
it would also destroy much of the spirity of
goodwill and cooperation which the faculty
members believed to be currently in place.
The motion was soundly defeated by a vote
of 20 to 6.

Lawyers Share Expertise
from page 2
pledged on the basis of the student's grant
-proposal. Last summer,
five G. W.
students received a total of $4000 to work at
organizations such as Counsel for the
Elderly, National Center for Employee

Ownership, National Wildlife Federation,
and the EJF National Office.
Students interested in finding out more
about EJF are welcome to attend the next
Board meeting -tdate and time to be
announced) .

r--~--'----~-------~-------------------------------~-----------~--~----------~-----,
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Last issue,' The Advocate published' a brief article applauding therecenfeffortS- cit the
IStudent Bar Association (SBA) and sugg~ting that it develop further programs to
Iservice the student body. The SBA appreciates the supportive remarks and would certainly
r like to provide a broad range of services. In order to more effectively meet student concerns
: the SBA needs comments and suggestions from all students. If you would like to criticize or
I compliment an SBA program or activity please do so on the form below. More importantly,
I
I
I
I

if you have any suggestions concerning po~ible new directions for the SBA please make a ~
note on this fonn~(Y()Ut:-suggl!stions may range anywhere from requesting more or better I
social events to demanding the establishment of a student legal aid society. Be imaginative;
if you have.a'pet.peeve express it). If you wish to be contacted or otherwise credited for yaur I
suggestion please include your name and phone number. The forms may be left at the SBA I
office in Stuart Hall or in the SBA envelope in Stockton lobby.
I
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Job Hunting

What Every First Year Student ,Should Know
by Valerie Richardson
First year students approaching the
legal job market may feel as if they have
been .left standing in a cloud of dust with
the flurry of interviewing that has left
many second and third year students
reeling in its wake. But, not to worry, there
is plenty of time remaining for first year
students to map out their job search
strategies for the summer of '84.
Now is a good time for first year
students to start thinking about summer
jobs if they plan to. work in a law firm or
law-related area. according to Virginia
Winny) Pierce, assistant director of the
Career Development Office (CDOl. Pierce
has been visiting first year sections to
explain COO services to students.
How does one.go about looking for that
elusive first legal job? A good place to
place to start is the Career Development
Office, located in Room 106, Stuart Hall,
2013 G Street. The COO offers numerous
resources students should find helpful in
loca ting potential summer employers and
in defining that particular area of legal
practice in which one is interested.
The
CDO is currently compiling
resumes of employers who employ first
year law students. The resource will be
available sometime in the next few weeks,
according to Pierce. For those who don't
want to wait for the edited "first year
student version,"
the information is
currently available in the Directory of
InterViewing Employers and Collections
at the CDO, containing resumes of all the
Hrmsinterviewing
on campus
or
collecting students' resumes this fall. The
firm resumes indicate whether or not the
firm is interested in employing first year
students.
Similarly,
the
National
Association for Law Placement,
Inc.
<NALP) book contains a compilation of
employers' resumes with a broader spread
of -firms across the country, arranged
geographically.
.
Another
useful
resource
is the
Martindale-Hubbell, a directory of -law
firms and attorneys,
with specific
information' about the areas of legal
practice,
clients and background
of
attorneys in each firm, also arranged
geographically. Although not as prolific,
there are also lists of government and
public interest job opportunities and legal
internships available in the .COO.
Pierce recommends
that first year
students begin now to narrow the
geographic
area,
type of firm or
organization and area of speciality and
plan to do a "mailing" sometime after the
beginning of the year. A "mailing" merely
consists of a cover letter and resume to the
several firms or organizations selected
and operates as the first contact in an
application for employment.
"I don't think it is beneficial for first
year students be become obsessed with
looking for summer jobs at this time," said
Pierce. "The most important thing right
now is to concentrate on school and getting
through first-semester finals."
Semester
break is an ideal time to
think about resumes and letters, Pierce
suggests. "I want to stress, however, that
if a first year student is interested in
working for a large law firm' or certain
government agencies, timing may be
critical," she said. In that case, she
recommends students start looking now
and making applications. The majority of
employers,
otherwise,
do not make .
decisions on first year students until after
the first of the year. and many even later

in the spring.
Students seeking pointers on how to put
together a resume are encouraged to
a ttend one of the resume workshops
sponsored by the CDO. The next workshop
is scheduled for November 9. CareerDevelopment personnel are also available
to review and critique students' resumes
and cover letters on a one-to-one basis.
Cover letters should be as personalized
as possible, advises Pierce, and she
recommends having resumes typed and
copied on good quality paper, rather than
typeset and printed. "Although peer
pressure will undoubtedly force many first
year students into having their resumes
printed, Isimply believe it's just not worth
the price. For one thing, a types~t resume
may look too 'slick' to an employer, and
there will be a lot of changes on resumes
after first year," Pierce said.
/
Another important aspect of searching
for a summer legal job is determining
one's. areas of interest. This may be
difficult, considering a first semester
student's exposure is limlted to torts,
contracts and criminal law . The best way
to develop insights into a special area of
legal practice, Pierce says, is to talk to
people. Many attorneys will gladly take a
few minutes of their time to offer advice, if
approached by an interested law student.

A

Career Development Forum to be
held on November 17 will also provide the
opportunity
for students
to meet
practicing attorneys in the D.C. area.
Sponsored jointly by the CDO, the Student
Bar Association and the Young Lawyers
Committee of the G.W. Law Alumni
Associa tion, the forum is entitled "Careers
in the Law -- How to Get Them."
. Approximately 5O~0 young G.W. law
school graduates win be attendance to
discuss their various areas of practice in
law in D.C. A reception will follow the
forum.
If the law firm scene is not for you, there
are alternatives. A legal internship with a
government agency or organization is a
viable alternative. Most public interest
organizations are eager to have law
students, Pierce says. Although many are
not paid positions, the law school will give
credit for the internship. In addition to the
opportunities listed in the CDO, the G.W.
legal clinics, under the supervision of
Professor Eric Sirulnik, have internship
listings. Students
may also contact
organizations for potential internships and
arrange to receive credit for them.
A survey
taken
by the Career
Development Office reveals that first year
students can expect a wide range in the
type or work assigned them by their
employers. "One first year student, now in
the 1984 graduating class, worked for a
D.C. Court of Appeals Judge," Pierce
relates. "The student wrote an opinion that
was published almost ver batim.
"Others have worked for law firms with
practically all clerical duties. It just
depends on what you're looking for. For
some, it is just good to get a feel for a law
firm without the pressures of balancing
assignments between partners. And many
students are just glad to have any job in
this job market. I usually tell first year
students noCto expect a lot, but then they
are pleasantly surprised by their jobs,"
Pierce said. The survey also showed that
the average hourly wage for first year
students varies widely - from $5.00 to
$13.00 per hour.
Another
alternative for some first
year students is to begin working part time
their second semester and continue their
jobs through the summer. The policy of the

law school has been to discourage part
time jobs the first year, but Pierce
recognizes that several students do it. "I
certainly wouldn't encourage it," she said.
"But some can handle it, and some really
need the money. Of course, any legal job
looks good on a resume and it gets your
foot in the door, but Idon't advise it for just
anyone."
Some employers consistently wait until
spring to list first year job opportunities
with the CDO. This is a good back-up in the
job search, but Pierce warns students not
to rely on this last-minute placement ads.
Finally, Pierce admonishes, law-related
jobs are not for everyone. "Having a legal

job your first summer helps - it gives you
savvy and rooks good on a resume. But this
is the last summer you can do something
different. If you need a break from law
se hool -- take it."
For those, however, who have their
sights set on a law-related summer job, the
prospects aren't toobad. Based on surveys
and reports
from students,
Pierce
estimates that about sixty percent of last
year's first year class had legal jobs,
including the non-paying internships.
If you have questions or need assistance,
the Career Development staff encourages
students to stop by or give them a call at
676-7340.

De ategate

Suit

(rom page 1

The suit also charges
that
an
'in the wake of Watergate, the Attorney
investigation headed by Smith would
General has 90 days to decide whether
create personal and political conflicts of
there is enough evidence to warrant a interest because the Attorney general is a
major investigation. He may then either . Reagan Republican. It further argues that
drop the case or appoint independent
even government
officials who only
counsel. In this case, Banzhaf said, "since
received the Carter materials and did not
he apparently has done neither in flagrant
necessarily steal them may be charged
violation of a federal statute, we had no with criminal conspiracy or with being an
choice but to file a lawsuit against him."
accessory after the fact.

Future Tuition Costs?
Tuition at the National Law Center for
the 1978-79 academic school year was $3600
plus University fees. That's a mere $4,500
increase in 5 years to this year's $8,100. If

tuition continues to increase at the rate of
. 125 percent every 5 years, in the 1988-89 .

academic

school year tutition

will be

$18,225 plus University fees.

"I'd rather be at Chadwicks."

Catch Tuesday night fever every week at Chadwicks-Georgetown's liveliest
meeting place. Dance the evening away to the hottest hits played ,by our live DJ. And
cool off with icy cold Heinekens specially priced at just $1.50 each.

Georgetown'
:1205 KSt.. NoW.
Washin!lton • :1:1:1·2565

OldTown
20:1 St rand St.
AlcsanJria • 1!36-4442

friendship Heights
5247 Wisconsin Av~.. N.W.
\"a.~hin!lton • 362-&)40
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'Closing Notes
The first semester of the 1983-84school year is quickly reaching its finish. With
barely a month before examinations, one notices a little more "hurry" in people's
step, a little more difficulty finding a seat in the law library, and a stronger urge
among students to supplement their diets with large doses of coffee.
It is about this time of year that many of our students are seriously doubting their
capacities and-or interests in persevering the "legal bootcamp" better known as the
first year of law school. Professors are picking up the pace through the casebooks,
continually demanding more and more of the students' time, and legal research
classes seem to devour memos almost insatiably. Indeed, at this time ofthe semester,
one inevitably starts hearing the story about the 10 cents offered to Hart in "The
Paper Chase."
To those doubting their capacities, keep in mind: first, that you would not be here if
the NCL had any doubt about whether or not you could make it in law school; and
second, that you should be willing to discuss the issue with your friends, for although
by now you all have learned to put on your "law school face," you probably have
similar concerns.
For those doubting their interests, think about it a great deal, after exams. Talk to
upper-level students, lawyers, professors, and try to find out what the field of law is
like. And never forget that a law degree does not mandate that one practice !aw .

............
•• •
Next semester, the administration has told us, we will move into the new bulldinil.
Hallelujahl With all the plywood walls constricting the initially small space, ~
noise, the disrupted library, and a certain willingness of the construction people to
shepard pedestrians directly out into the lane of traffic on 20th Street' with little or no
safety precautions, it 1S hard to 1magine that we can possibly be gettinR our money's
worth of the National Law Center facilities. Everyone has maintained a "grin-andbear-it" attitude throughout the semester, and it would be hard to imagine that the
administration can have anything but high praise for student behavior throughout
this semester.

.

.... .. ..

This is the last issue of The Advocate for this semester.Th~ Adv~ate Would lik~ to
thank all the people who worked on the paper and all those who contributed to it. Next
semester, The Advocate will be expanding its organization. We will be enlarging our

EVERY AVAILABLE
AID FOR THE
LAW STUDENT
GILBERTS
SUM & SUBSTANCE
LEGALINES
SMITH REVIEWS-NUTSHELLS
CASE NOTES
WEST'S BLACK LETTER SERIES
EMANUALS-HORNBOOKS
STATIONARY SUPPLIES AND MORE

AT....

WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK- CO.

editorial staffing; some of Professor Zenoffs Advanced Legal Writing students will
have the opportunity to publish Zenoff's Advanced Legal Writing students will have
the opportunity to publish synopses of their course projects in the paper; and we will
be enlarging circulation, to the Alumni Office, and, believe it or not, as requested,
next semester we will be mailing The Advoeate to the legal correspondents of the
major newspapers in Washington. '
Good fortune on exams, have an enjoyable semester break, and we will see you in
January.
-,;
,-,,_, .. .
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Chris Blank Blanked on DEVE'
Neither Within Guidelines

by John F. Banzhaf III

In the last Advocate, Chris Blank wrote a long article plus a Q&Acolumn (with Professor
Cibinie) about his DEVE proposal. Blank said he wasn't sure whether his purpose was to
have the DEVE system put into effect, or "to cleanse my soul by lambasting certain
ignorant yet disingenuous members of our august faculty and administration," He failed in
his first purpose.
Regardless of what the article did for his soul, it doesn't say much for the mathematical
abilities of one who has been championing a complex mathematical system as a simple and
painless answer to a difficult problem. For someone who called the faculty "ignorant," I
think Chris drew a blank! And those who would follow his proposal had better not trust his
math.
A major part of his article was an example of what he claimed was "an extreme case of
what is still possible" under the grading standards which the faculty just reapproved, He .
says, "I constructed (it to) meticulously comply with the proposed standards ... In fact, the
means of the two classes are identical." Readers are referred to a chart which accompanied
his article (reproduced here as Table 1).

Table 1

In any event, neither section-no matter how you do the calculations- complies with the
grading standards despite Blank's "meticulous" efforts to have it do so. The mean of
Section B is more than a point higher than the standards permit. Of the six categories of
grades in Section A, only two categories of grades fall within the percentages specified by
the standards. The calculations and the conclusions are shown
in Table 2. Chris Blank
and others should note that these calculations, in which he made a number of significant
errors and misstatements, are far simpler than those involved in the DEVE proposal which
he urges upon students and faculty based upon his mathematical abilities.
An Interesting Example
Nevertheless, the Blank exampfe raised an interesting question: How would the DEVE
proposal work with regard to his own "extreme example"? It had better be able to handle it
and to produce results which seem to be fair and reasonable to most people, since it is being
peddled to the faculty with the representation that it can deal with even more serious
aberrational grading practices which could result if the grading standards were eliminated.
To find out, Icalculated the standard deviation for each section and the DEVE score each
group of students in each section would receive under the DEVE grading system (Table 3). I
next looked at the class rankings which would occur: first without any adjustments, and
then under the DEVE proposal (table 4).

Two Curves That Met the I'roposed Guidelines
Table 3
Class A

Class B

2

15
'S1
31
9
5.

SECTION A

Students .
5
5
45
45

Raw Grade
at 100
at 94
at 84
at 65
at 55
at 45
Mean Grade 75.35

Students

Raw Grades
at 85
at 83
at81·
at 74

Total
100
Students
.Note: Top 5 students in Class B score lower than top 17 students, in Class A.

mean

=

Grade
100

75.28

St. dey

'SECTION B
14.59
DEVEScore

mean
Grade
85

94

1.69
1.28

83

84
65

0.60
-0.71

81
74

55

-1.39

45

-2.~

78.15

St.deve
3.88
DEVEScore
1.76
1.25
0.73
-1.07

.

Table 4.
CLASS RANKINGS

Series Math Errors

T

he only problem with the chart and his calcuI8Uons are that they are all wrongl
First, the means of the two sections are by no stretch of the imagination "identical" nor is
the mean for either section as Chris Blank calculated and reported it.
.~,
The mean for Section B is 78.15, almost 3 points higher than his "meticulous" calcutations
indicated. The problems with Section A are even more complicated because of Blank's
counting problems.
'
Section A, according to Blank's calculations, contains 100students. Yet a simple addition
of the number of students from the first column of his chart shows that there are only 991 If
.one multiplies the number of students in Section A by grades each received and divides by
Blank's total (100), the "mean" is 74.53.!fyou do the same but divide by the correct number
of students (99), the correct mean is 75.28.
/

T

he mean grade for Section A calcuJated by Blank (75.35) is wrong no mat~ which
furure vou use (100 or 99) to calculate itl And the mean of Section A falls within the grading
standard (75-'!7)only if oDe uses the 99 figure, apparently nOt the one of the author intended;

WITH DEVE ADJUSTMENT

WITHOUT DEVE ADJUSTMENT
Section

1B
A

Grade

'0t~~
85
84

B

83

B
B'
A'

81
74
65

A

55

A

45

Section Grade
8
85
A
100
A
94
.8
83
B
M
A
84
A
65
B
74
A
55
A
45

DEVE Score
1.76
1.69
U.s
1.25
Q73
0.60
-0.71
-1.07

-1.39
-2.~

WMttheDEVES~temD~s
Tablet
SECTION A

SECTIONB

Number x Grade=Product
2'
-x 100-=
200
15
X '94 =. 1410
'S1 ,_- x
84=
31~
31
x 65=
2n15
9
x 55=
495
225
..!... x 45=

, Number
5
5
45

=

x Grade
x85_425
x
83
x 81 x 74 -

='

Product'

100

415
3645
3330
7815

7815+100=78.15=

mean

.!!.

·7453

99

7453+100::'74.53
7453+99 :::75.28 =mean
Range
95-100
85-94

55-64
45-55

Students
2
15
9
5

Actual
Percent
2.02 %
15.15%
9.09 %
5.05 %

Standards
Permit
2%
5-15 %
0-9%
0-5 %

It is clear that the DEVE proposal can change the relative class rankings, but are
the changes always for the better, and is it clear that the final results are fairer? If the high
grades in Section A resulted simply from a very generous CUberal, high) grading
philosophy, then it is not necessarily fair that the students who received l00's should wind up
at the top of the whole class (both sections).
But suppose that the two students in Section A had done so extraordinarily well in the
exam that the professor felt that they deserved the extraordinary grade of 100. Indeed,
suppose that in a lengthy objective exam both had answered every single question
correctly, thereby earning the grade of 100. I can see no reason or justification-logical,
mathematical, peadgogical, or otherwise- which would place tnem lower in overall class
rank than students in another section, who received a grade only one point above a "8."
) certainly do not envy the Dean trying to exPlain to a law student prodigy who had
.received a perfect score on an exam why he should not be at the top of his class. Indeed, I
can't think of a worse or clearer case of alphabetic discrimination than for students who
aced an exam.to wind up somewhere other than at the top of their class, simply because
their last names placed in a section with a particular grade distribution and DEVE
structure. Yet this is exactly what the DEVE proposal would do in this situation I
More DEVE Problems
Let's also look at the other end of the spectrum. The five students in Section A who
received a grade of 45-presumably because the professor judged their performance so
horrible that they deserved to be at the very bottom of the failing grades-would receive a
topages
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from page 7
DEVE score of -2.08. If this DEVE score were compared with those of many professors in
other sections with a more normal (U"ading pattern (e.g., a mean of 76 and a standard
deviation of 7), it would be the approximate equivalent of a 61. These students in other
sections with ~ades in the Iow-nasslna ranze (55-60)would have lower DEVE scores than a
person who re.ceived the lowest possible failing grade (45) in Section A!
.~

S

ince 45 is the lowest grade which can be given, it is possible that a student in
Section A might have scored even lower than a 45 on the final exam. Indeed, even a
congenital idiot and total illiterate who somewhow made it into Section A would receive a
DEVE score which was in the middle of the poor range (about 61), and above those students
inother sections who had studied hard and just barely passed a tough exam I
Moreover, students in this hypotheical Section A whom the professor determined just.
barely passed (grade of 55) would receive a DEVE score of -1.39, which is equivalent to 8.
"C" in a more normal section. Is it clear that all of these grade adjustments under the
DEVE system are fair and necessary? Ironically, Chris Blank could hardly have picked 8
worse example to demonstrate the advantages of his own DEVE proposal.
Conclusion
I am not suggesting that the DEVE proposal will always produce unfair and even absurd
results, although aswe see here, it certainly can. Z-scores are a well recognized statistical
means of standardizing or comparing data in some (but not all) situations, although Blank
can cite not a single example where it is used to reduce grading disparities between
professors with different students and with different grading philosophies.
But I dowant to make it clear that the DEVE proposal is not -and it has been
presented to be- a magic mathematical technique which will painlessly and to everyone's
satisfaction correct all problems no matter how extreme a professor's grading patterns
may be. Moreover, attempting to eliminate inequalities which are no greater than those
which naturally can and do result from chance and random selection can easily lead to more
serious disparities which may never be detected because they are hidden by the
mathematics of the DEVE system.
Finally, as Chris Blank has illustrated, mathematical mistakes can easily be made, if not
by computers, then by the people who tend them. Under the current system students can
calculate their own averages, and the administration can easily verify if a mistake has been
made, or recalculate if a student's grade is changed or received late. Under a DEVE
proposal students and the administration would be at the mercy of the registrar's officeunable to detect or correct the mistakes which are certainly far from foreseeable.

Phi Alpha Delta Presents

***
Blackjack
Craps
Roulette
Bingo
Poker

CASINO NIGHT

***

Friday, November 4, at 8:45 pm

Food
&I

Refreshments

'2.00 for Admission

*
Stockton

* Admission includes
.

'30,000 gambling money, and ONE FREE DRINK
IF YOU BUY A TICKET IN ADVANCE.

SOUND UKE FUN???

• Friday, November 4: PAD Casino Night (see below).
• Tuesday, November 8: Fall Debate Forum "Pornography," sponsored by P. A. D.,
(time and place to be announced) ..
• Wednesday, November 9: Patent Law: Video games (see below)
• Week of Novemberl4-18: "Conquering finals" session for all PAD members (time
and place t. b. a.).
• Tuesday, November 15: Gladys Kessler, Judge, SUperior Court of the District of
Columbia and President of the National Association of Women Judges, Stockton Hall,
room 101, 4:15 p.m.
• Thursday, November 17: Career Development forum, "Careers in the Law-How to
Get Them" (time and place 1. b. a.)
• Friday, November 18: End-of-semester party for all PAD members and interested
students (time and place 1. b. a.),
• Tuesday, November 22: Amnesty International meeting, GWU chapter, Gelman
Library, room 729, 8:00 p.m.

-

Crossword
ACROSS

area
53 Tidbits
1 - and crafts 57 Contempt
5 COWboy
.61 Border
.
leggings
62 Big home
. 10 Sandbank
64 Transfer
14 Carbon
65 Runaway
15 Asian capital 66 Stuff
16 Cipher
67 Ogles
17 Not working 68 Hollows
19 Girl's name 69 N.Z.shrub
20 Breathe
21Synagogues DOWN
23 De luxe
25 Negative
1 Hebrewlyre
. 26 Salestalks,
2 Rakehell
29 Classified
:3 Young 'uns
34 Hang fire
4 Ceased
35 Slave of old
5 Music groups
37 Dubious
6 Rabbits
38 D.D.E.·
7 Plus
39 Oregoncity
8 Bard
41 Thailand
9 Sea nymphs
river
10 Rod
42 Alpine area .11 Canvass
44 Tossup
12 Baseless
45 Nylons
13 Receptions
461ntermission 18 Supply
48 Bowling feats 22 Do-re-mi
50 Greek letter 24 Germancity
51 Whitewater 26 Rancor
1

3rd Floor

All Students Invited

YOU CAN BET ON IT!

student Intellectual Property Law Assocladon (SIPLA)
is sponsoring a presentadon on

Hall

lendar

14

2

3

4

5

6

7

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

27 Kind of duck
28 Supine
30 Dry
31 Singer
32 Cancel
33 Forceunits
36 Editor's word
39 Havingwings
40 Animates
43 Euripides
work
45 Food fish
8

9

47 Tranquilized
49 "Nonsense!"
52 Espouse
53 Club
54 Submit
55 Impolite
56 Garage 58 Atmosphere
59 Danube
feeder
60 Vernehero
63 Negative.
10 11 12 13

15

17
20

34
38

COPYRIGHT AND PATENT PROTECTION OF VIDEO GAMES

42

by

46

Harold L. Novick
of the law firm of
Larson &I Taylor
on
Wednesday, Novembere,l983
at8:00P.M.
in stockton, Room 202

61
64

66

67

69

